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Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel
Engine

Description

Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine 

 The Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine Performance program has made the study of 4-cycle
engines a simple task and opened the door for the student to conduct multiple experiments in
alternate fuels. This patented and unique engine features transparent engine construction, which
exposes all the moving parts of a 4-cycle engine. Since the is oil-less too, it enables the students to
observe clearly the crankcase components and internal combustion of the engine. Includes variable
timing and compression.  

  

We are leading manufacturers, suppliers of Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine for Transportation
Engineering Lab Equipments. Contact us to get high quality Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine for
Transportation Engineering Lab Equipments for schools, colleges, universities, research labs,
laboratories and various industries. 
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"description": "Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine The Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine
Performance program has made the study of 4-cycle engines a simple task and opened the door for
the student to conduct multiple experiments in alternate fuels. This patented and unique engine
features transparent engine construction, which exposes all the moving parts of a 4-cycle engine.
Since the is oil-less too, it enables the students to observe clearly the crankcase components and
internal combustion of the engine. Includes variable timing and compression. We are leading
manufacturers, suppliers of Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine for Transportation Engineering Lab
Equipments. Contact us to get high quality Oil Less Four Cycle Multi Fuel Engine for Transportation
Engineering Lab Equipments for schools, colleges, universities, research labs, laboratories and
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various industries.", "brand": "Educational equipment", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin14": "5", "gtin13":
"5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5",
"worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "15" } } 
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